Scottish Gin Tasting
Scotland’s Gin market has been on the rise and now boasts a massive, versatile and unique range. In this
tasting you will try our selection of gin from the length and breadth of Scotland, try them as a G&T and
understand the importance of the correct garnish for your drink. Finish with your favourite G&T from the
tasting!
£35.00 pp

Gins from Edinburgh
Pickering’s Gin is distilled in the heart of Edinburgh in what was historical the small animal kennels of
Edinburgh University Veterinary School. In this tasting you will try their core gin expressions, including their
famous 1947 recipe, alongside different flavours including ginger & grapefruit. Finish with your favourite
combination from the tasting!
£45.00 pp

Gins from Orkney
Kirkjuvagr Orkney Gin reflects the rich history of the Orkney islands and the boldness of the ancient Viking
seafarers. It is, quite simply, unmistakably Orcadian. Here you will try two core expressions alongside a
seasonal gin. You will learn how the balance of botanicals changes the flavour of the gin. Finish with your
favourite G&T from the tasting!
£45.00 pp

One Gin, Three Ways
Bored of the same old G&T? Only one gin in the drink’s cabinet and out of ideas?
We will take one gin & prepare it three ways to show how different the same gin can taste. Sample them
all and finish with favourite cocktail from the tasting! Take away your very own recipe card from the
session so you can carry on with that bottle you have at home.
£60.00 pp

Martini Masterclass
Always ‘stirred’ never shaken! Explore the art of the Perfect Martini. Classic drinks of the roaring twenties
that still delight all over the world today. We shall sample the difference between Wet, Dry and Dirty, learn
the importance of vermouth and give you the chance to learn how to impress your friends every time you
make this drink. End the session by making your very own Classic Martini to sit back and relax with in the
Ba’ Bar
£60.00 pp

Call 0131 3376169 or email reserve@thedunstane.com to book your tasting

